“On my return from Dakar, I fed back on the workshop to my colleagues so as to explain to them the need to put more emphasis on the code of conduct during the start-up of our projects. In our orientation workshops early next year we will be sure to reserve sufficient time for explaining the code of conduct and humanitarian principles.” NNGO participant, Mali, ICVA West Africa hub

“We have compared the Code of Conduct, with our code of conduct as an international organization and we filled the gaps (if any). Moreover we have activated and disseminated the humanitarian principles through our work on the ground”. INGO participant, Jordan, ICVA MENA hub

“I have conducted a meeting with my team in our organization and I presented to them the Code of Conduct, we brainstormed and discussed those principles, which we heard about for the first time in the workshop, to make it our work framework.” INGO participant, Jordan, ICVA MENA hub

“The workshop “opened my eyes” to working in a humanitarian context. Humanitarian principles are essential to the type of work in CAR, but few people know about it, so it was very important to attend the event.” NNGO participant, Central African Republic, ICVA West Africa hub

Circles illustrate number of NGOs with the opportunity to improve their understanding and operational application of Humanitarian Principles during Sept 2013 – Dec 2014 in each of ICVA’s Regional hubs

**West Africa hub**

- 2-day Humanitarian Principles learning event held in Amman 23-24 June 2014 by ICVA and ICRC in Arabic, hosting 28 international and national NGOs
- ICVA’s MENA Regional rep sits on the NRC-led Code of Conduct working group and sat on advisory group of 20th anniversary event of the NRC/IFRC-led event, also suggesting participants and panelists. 2 Nngo participants attended following these recommendations.
- The ICVA hub reps attended ICRC’s event on Code of Conduct in Saudi Arabia in November 2014 ‘Humanitarian Action in a troubled world’. The ICVA hub was responsible for translating the workshop documents into English.

**MENA hub**

- 2080
- 23
- 80

**Asia hub**

- The ICVA Asia Rep supported ICRC to carry out an event on humanitarian principles/code of conduct in Jakarta, Indonesia in Dec 2014. The aim was to have a discussion on areas of best practice and to look at the relationship between faith based principles and humanitarian principles. The ICVA Asia rep facilitated the day as well as delivered the code of conduct/partnership session. 80 NGO representatives attended.